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Homochiral metal–organic frameworks as heterogeneous catalysts

Andreea Gheorghe, Martijn A. Tepaske and Stefania Tanase

Homochiral metal–organic frameworks (HMOFs) are attractive materials for asymmetric catalysis because they possess high surface area and uniform active sites. A variety of catalytic applications reported so far indicate that HMOFs catalyse a range of transformations, including cyanosilylation, aldol condensation and hydrogenation reactions. Besides contribution to fundamental knowledge, it is also important to evaluate the relevance of organic transformations catalysed by HMOFs and how existing achievements compare with already established enantioselective catalysts. This mini-review gives an overview of the structural design and the catalytic performance of HMOFs and it focuses on the relevance of the chemical reactions tested. It aims at combining the existing demand for heterogeneous asymmetric catalysts with the current knowledge on HMOFs. This is important for the MOF community since it highlights relevant broad scope asymmetric catalytic transformations performed in industry and the insight gained from the catalytic reactions carried out using HMOFs as catalysts. We hope that this work will motivate researchers to rationally design HMOFs with a goal to unveil reaction mechanisms and the interactions between the HMOFs and the reaction molecules for industrially relevant catalytic reactions.

Introduction

Chiral molecules are used in different industrial areas, such as pharma,1 agro-chemistry,2 fine-chemicals,3 or liquid crystals.4 In the pharmaceutical industry, 56% of the drugs produced are chiral, out of which 88% are commercialised as racemates.1 This is contrary to the way nature “does it”, where most of the molecules in living systems, including amino acids, proteins, and nucleic acids are homochiral.5 It is well known that biological receptors often bind to a single enantiomer while the other can have harmful or undesirable effects. This gives rise to an increased demand for enantiopure chemicals. Therefore, different strategies have been developed so far to supply the desired enantiomer. The main directions exploited cover chemical transformation of chiral pool precursors,5 resolution of racemates,6 and enantioselective synthesis.2,7

The chiral pool approach can lead directly to the enantiomer of choice, by converting readily-available homochiral precursors from the chiral pool.8 This strategy has the advantage
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of producing the desired enantiopure or enantioenriched product in only one step, but it is limited to available chiral building blocks from nature. Resolution or deracemisation is a two-step strategy that can be coupled with the existing production processes, where firstly the racemic mixture of the target molecule is prepared, followed by the resolution to the desired enantiomer. The main drawback of this approach is in the significant amounts of waste being produced, with possible financial and environmental implications. Extensive research into racemisation methods have managed the recycling of the undesired enantiomer, making resolution the economically preferred route (e.g. synthesis of (S)-naproxen).\(^4,5,10\)

The synthesis of enantiopure compounds via asymmetric synthesis is a one-step method which has the advantage of each molecule of a chiral catalyst, which is continuously regenerated, producing many molecules of the chiral product.\(^11,12\) This is, in fact, how nature produces enantiomerically pure compounds, using chirality transfer from enzyme catalysts.\(^13\) Blaser\(^14\) has classified the asymmetric catalysts into three main types: homogeneous metal complexes, heterogeneous metallic catalysts with chiral functionalities and chiral soluble organic bases and acids, also known as organocatalysts. The first commercialised asymmetric catalysis application was developed in the early seventies at Monsanto.\(^15\) It produces the (S)-dihydroxyphenylalanine \(\text{(\text{L-DOPA})}\) drug with 97.5% ee using a Rh diphosphine complex as a catalyst, \(\text{Rh/(DiPAMP)}\).\(^16\) Despite extensive research, only a few production processes have been developed until now.\(^17\) In most of the cases, the catalyst is a homogeneous metal complex which contains a chiral ligand and it has high selectivity and activity.\(^12\) Although the lengthy synthesis of chiral ligands is currently overcome due to large commercially available libraries, they can still have a high cost. Some metals used to synthesise homogeneous catalysts are also expensive.\(^18\) Some difficulties in the application can arise from differences between the substrates to be transformed and the model ones. Thus, specific functionalities on the substrate or the modifications of the catalyst are needed for the reaction to occur.\(^19\)

Another class of applied asymmetric catalysts consists of achiral heterogeneous catalysts modified with enantiopure organic molecules. Representative examples are the cinchona modified \(\text{Pt/Al}_2\text{O}_3\) catalyst\(^20\) which is used for the asymmetric hydrogenation of \(\alpha\)-keto esters or the \((R,R)\)-tartaric acid \(\text{Raney}\)\(^\circ\) \(\text{Ni/NaBr}\)\(^21\) system utilised in \(\beta\)-functionalised ketone asymmetric hydrogenations.\(^4,22,23\) Although this class of catalysts is cheap and easy to synthesise, there are very few examples, with narrow substrate scope and challenging to optimise because of difficulties in unravelling the reaction mechanisms.\(^10\) Therefore, not many processes could be scale-up.\(^4\)

Organocatalysts form a particular class of asymmetric catalysts. They are small organic molecules able to catalyse organic reactions in the homogeneous phase with very high enantioselectivity.\(^24\) Their advantages include high tolerance to humidity and air, easy availability and low cost as well as no contamination of products with metal traces. Generally, they are difficult to recover and they also require high loadings.\(^25,26\)

The use of selective and stable heterogeneous catalysts would enable easy recovery from the reaction medium and the reuse in consecutive cycles, which in turn can result in low cost applications.

Nowadays, a plethora of homochiral MOFs (HMOFs) have been reported as catalysts for asymmetric transformations. HMOFs have well defined, single-crystalline solid structures, high concentration of catalytic sites, more uniform and accessible catalytic centers, and enhanced catalytic activity due to the lack of multimolecular catalyst deactivation pathways.\(^16,27\) Indeed, some HMOFs containing specifically designed chiral linkers show both a high catalyst density with single-site catalysis and promising activities in asymmetric reactions.\(^28–33\)

The application of HMOFs in asymmetric transformations can provide a fundamental understanding of the reaction mechanisms. It also allows studying of the confinement effects on the catalytic activity. The main advantage of using HMOFs as catalysts in asymmetric reactions is the easy separation of the catalyst, which reduces product contamination that is highly regulated in the pharmaceutical industry.\(^34\)

Several reviews have covered the designed synthesis of MOFs and their activity as heterogeneous catalysts in various organic reactions.\(^35–39\) In the first part of this review, we focus on the synthetic strategies developed to prepare HMOFs, highlighting the main advantages and disadvantages. This includes the availability of precursors, reaction conditions and the stability of the chiral framework upon solvent removal. The
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second part discusses industrially relevant asymmetric organic transformations carried out with HMOFs. It covers the performance of the catalytic HMOFs, the basis on which the catalysts were developed and the achievements in specific organic reactions, including the product yield, enantioselectivity and catalytic activity as compared to their homogeneous analogues.

Strategies for synthesizing HMOFs for asymmetric catalysis

Designed synthesis of MOFs has developed remarkably since the first report on the highly porous MOF-5 in 1999. The classical description of MOFs is a 3D porous coordination network of metal ions or clusters joined through organic linkers.

The general synthesis employs the solvothermal reaction between metal salts and specifically chosen organic linkers. Here, the main goal is to establish the synthesis conditions which facilitate the formation of well-defined building blocks without decomposition of the organic linker. Based on this knowledge, Yaghi et al. developed a reticular synthesis strategy which uses secondary building units (SBUs) as molecular polygons or polyhedra to construct MOFs. MOFs built from the SBUs have several advantages, including a higher surface area and increased pore size as well as enhanced robustness. This is due to the greater relative size and higher stability of the SBUs which contain multiple metal ions bridged in a cluster by multiple coordinating organic linkers. Considering the approaches discussed above, a straightforward route to obtain HMOFs would be to combine specific metal ions and chiral organic linkers or to use an auxiliary chiral linker that forms chiral SBUs which can be connected further by achiral linkers. Indeed, many commercially available enantiopure organic linkers were used in combination with various metal ions for the synthesis of HMOFs. It includes amino acids (e.g. L-tyrosine, L-histidine, L-tryptophan and L-glutamic acid), diacids (e.g. δ- (+)-camphoric acid, tartaric acid and malic acid) and enantiopure carbohydrates (e.g. sugars). Kim et al. reported the first chiral porous framework, \( \text{[Zn}_3(\mu_3-O)\text{[C}_6\text{H}_3\text{N}_2\text{O}_5\text{H]}_6\text{2H}_2\text{O}1\text{2H}_2\text{O}} \) (known as \( \text{I} \)-post-1, which is constructed from trinuclear o xo-bridged \( \text{[Zn}_3(\mu_3-O)]^{4+} \) clusters (SBUs) acting as nodes and an enantiopure tartaric acid derivative acting as an organic linker (Fig. 1 and 2, left). There are six linkers per node with two distinct binding modes. One half binds through the carboxyl endings and the other half uses both carboxyl and pyridyl groups to form a 2D layered structure with large chiral channels (∼13.4 Å) across the c axis (Fig. 1). Because two of the pyridyl units exposed in the HMOF channels are in a protonated form, a cation exchange with alkali metal ions (e.g. Na⁺, K⁺, and Rb⁺) was possible without framework disruption. The framework collapses upon removing the guest solvent molecules, but its crystallinity is regained by exposure to either ethanol or water. Although the enantioselective transesterification of racemic 2,4-dinitrophenyl acetate in the presence of \( \text{I} \)-post-1 leads to only ca. 8% ee, it represents the first example of enantioselective catalysis with a HMOF. The main advantage of \( \text{I} \)-post-1 is the possibility of tuning the charge of the framework (from negative to positive) or the pore size by \( \text{N} \)-alkylation of the pyridyl group with different chain length alkylys.

Several attempts to synthesise HMOFs using other cheap and abundant chiral linkers have failed mainly due to the flexibility of the organic linkers. Therefore, Lin et al. proposed using rigid chiral linkers, e.g. functionalised \( 1,1'-\text{bi-2-naphthol} \) (BINOL), to render more robust frameworks. These types of linkers give rise to fourfold interpenetrated 3D frameworks which are built from \( \text{[Zn}_3(\mu_3-O)]^{4+} \) clusters and BINOL derivatives (Fig. 2, right). Despite the tendency of \( \text{[Zn}_3(\mu_3-O)]^{4+} \) to form interpenetrated network frameworks, many HMOFs built from BINOL derivatives were synthesized and showed excellent activity in a wide range of organic transformations. Fig. 2 illustrates that the direct synthesis of HMOFs is possible by assembling \( \text{[Zn}_3(\mu_3-O)]^{4+} \) or \( \text{[Zn}_3(\mu_3-O)]^{6+} \) SBUs in the presence of multidentate chiral linkers. However, this strategy is limited to only a few chiral organic linkers and no systematic
studies on development of reticular synthesis have been undertaken so far.

Rosseinsky et al.\textsuperscript{50,51} proposed the use of an auxiliary chiral linker to induce asymmetric crystallization in a porous solid. Enantiopure 1,2-propanediol was used as a chiral co-linker to assemble a HMOF from 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylic acid (H\textsubscript{3}BTC) and M(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}·6H\textsubscript{2}O (M\textsuperscript{2+} = Ni, Co).\textsuperscript{50} The enantiomerically pure 1,2-propanediol chelates to the metal center, and therefore the stereochemistry of the metal enables control of the absolute helicity of the growing polymeric structure and determination of the type of interpenetration.\textsuperscript{50} In terms of asymmetric catalytic applications, these materials rely only on the Lewis acidity of the metal centres and the asymmetric induction of the auxiliary linkers, thereby having a limited tuning of the confined space.

Synthesis of robust HMOFs for catalytic applications implies the use of rigid and homochiral linkers which have predefined functionality and connectivity. This is mostly achieved by post-synthetic modification (PSM) which indeed afforded the incorporation of highly active catalysts, such as organocatalysts or metal complexes in metal–organic frameworks. The PSM facilitates chemical transformations on either an achiral parent MOF or a HMOF without changing the overall network structure.\textsuperscript{52–54} Several reviews have already discussed these PSM approaches in detail.\textsuperscript{55–59} Based on the nature of the new bond formed, the PSM of HMOFs consists of covalent or coordinative modifications. The first HMOF catalyst, \textsuperscript{v}-POST was modified post-synthetically without framework disruption by covalent N-alkylation of the pyridyl group with different alkyl chains.\textsuperscript{31} An achiral framework can be turned into a chiral analogue by covalent binding of a chiral moiety. This strategy affords various modifications on the linker, irrespective of the framework synthesis conditions.

Farrusseng and Canivet et al.\textsuperscript{60} successfully modified achiral parent MOFs, \textit{e.g.} Al-MIL-101-NH\textsubscript{3}, MIL-68-NH\textsubscript{2} and Zi-Uio-66-NH\textsubscript{2} with amino acids or peptides via amide coupling to the 2-aminothephthalate linker.\textsuperscript{60} Although no racemisation of chiral centers was observed in this case after the post-synthetic deprotection by microwave treatment, the thermal de-protection can lead to a certain degree of racemisation or even loss of stereo-information.\textsuperscript{61,62} A derivative of proline was used by Kim et al.\textsuperscript{53} to prepare an achiral framework by coordinating the chiral organocatalyst to the open sites of MIL-101. Most MOFs prepared by the PSM retain structural integrity, but isolated examples of structure disruption have been reported.\textsuperscript{62}

Tuning the spatial environment around the active site of HMOFs to create pore homogeneity is highly relevant for catalytic transformations. An effective approach to preserve pore homogeneity is to build-up multicomponent MOFs by using a combination of two or three topologically distinct linkers.\textsuperscript{63} Because the linkers can be discriminated during the framework assembly, they become positioned in unique lattice sites. Recently, Telfer et al.\textsuperscript{64} embedded a catalytic unit in a pore of the MUF-77 framework and then tuned its environment by introducing different functional groups into the surrounding linkers. Prolinyl groups, which are well-known as organocatalysts, were selected and covalently bound to either 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate (bdc) or 4,4′-biphenyldicarboxylate (bpdc) linkers using amide coupling reactions. The two distinct ditopic linkers and a tritopic truxene 5,5′,10,10′,15,15′-hexamethyltruxene-2,7,12-tricarboxylic acid (H\textsubscript{3}hmtt) were combined with Zn(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}·4H\textsubscript{2}O to form [Zn\textsubscript{2}O(bdc-Pro)\textsubscript{1/2}(bpdc)\textsubscript{1/2}(hmtt)\textsubscript{4/3}] (Fig. 3) and [Zn\textsubscript{2}O(bdc)\textsubscript{1/2}(bpdc-Pro)\textsubscript{1/2}(hmtt)\textsubscript{4/3}].\textsuperscript{64} Systematic engineering of the pore structure was achieved by incorporating modulator groups on the framework linkers. It is important to note that this type of structure crystallises only when the prolinyl group on the linkers is protected.\textsuperscript{64}

Because of the limited availability and high cost of enantiopure linkers, it is desirable to synthesise HMOFs from achiral building blocks by means of chiral induction. For this, not only generation of chirality but also enantiomeric bias to favour one handedness are needed.\textsuperscript{66} Therefore, recent synthetic strategies for building chiral MOFs have explored induction of chirality via various means, \textit{e.g.} chiral additives, chiral templates or chiral solvents.\textsuperscript{67,68} Zhang et al.\textsuperscript{69} successfully synthesized a HMOF with a zeolitic topology by using a chiral lactic acid derivative, (\textit{R})-5-(1-carboxyethoxy)isophthalic acid ((\textit{R})-H\textsubscript{2}CIA) as a template in the reaction of the achiral 1,4-di(1H-imidazol-1-yl)benzene (DIB) ligand with Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ions. This is a 3D interpenetrated framework, C\textsubscript{24}H\textsubscript{20}N\textsubscript{8}O\textsubscript{2}Zn\textsubscript{2}, with 1D channels of ca. 3.3 nm (Fig. 4), which accommodates the guest (\textit{R})-CIA\textsuperscript{3−} ions. Using (\textit{S})-H\textsubscript{2}CIA instead of (\textit{R})-H\textsubscript{2}CIA did not result in a HMOF with opposite handedness. In fact, (\textit{R})-H\textsubscript{2}CIA not only behaves as a chiral template in the crystallization of the HMOF but also contributes to the formation of the crystalline phase.\textsuperscript{69} Because this is a template-based synthesis, the template removal should be the final synthetic step. However, this is not discussed yet.\textsuperscript{69}

Recently, Zaworotko et al.\textsuperscript{70} reported the synthesis of a chiral polymorph of the well-known MOF-5 (also known as...
Its occurrence upon adsorption of achiral molecules induction by adsorption of chiral guests was reported previously,71 its occurrence upon adsorption of achiral molecules and using NMP as a solvent caused the formation of a racemic conglomerate. Even though the chiral achiral analogue and using NMP as a solvent is the key for stabilising CMOF-5.72 This was accomplished by addition of the chiral L-1516 esterification,31 addition of a Grignard reagent 89 and ring cyanosilylation,88 diethylzinc addition,54 epoxidation,29 trans-hydroxylation of the C bonds as well as various addition reactions.84 For various organic transformations: hydrogenation,87 aldol,88 cyanosilylation,88 diethylzinc addition,54 epoxidation,29 trans-esterification,11 addition of a Grignard reagent89 and ring opening.47 The motivation behind using HMOFs for asymmetric catalysis is closely related to the highly tunable size90 and functionality11 of MOF pores and the ability to confine the chiral active sites.53 Naturally, the goal is to apply HMOFs in industrial processes, however research in this field is not mature and it requires detailed mechanistic studies before interactions than DMF. Therefore, NMP mediates bridging of neighbouring aromatic rings, thus generating the internal shearing stress responsible for chiral induction in CMOF-5 by twisting the linker.72

Synthesis of HMOFs by using structure directing chiral solvents such as ionic liquids with chiral and enantiomerically pure anions is scarce.73–74 Morris et al.73 reported the synthesis of a chiral MOF, namely [C4mim]2[In(hbtc)(H2O)] MOF (SIMOF-1), using 1-butyl 3-methylimidazolium l-aspartate ([C4mim]l-aspartate]). This is an example in which the chiral anion is not included in the structure of the material, but it directs the chirality of the MOF towards one enantiomer.75 It was also possible to control the configuration of the MOF by changing the chirality of the chiral ionic liquid solvent. If the synthesis is performed with [C4mim]d-aspartate, the opposite handedness of the MOF is obtained.73 Instead of using chiral solvents, Bu et al.87 has explored chiral alkaloids as chiral additives. The additives were added into the solvothermal reaction of thiophene-2,5-dicarboxylic acid (H2thb) and In(NO3)x·H2O leading to chiral porous solids. The donor atoms of (−)-cinchonine or (−)-cinchonidine chelate to the In sites and control the chirality of the MOFs.73

The main difference between chiral templating and other methods is the presence of the chiral component in the final material. Therefore, the difficulty in induction remains in the removal of the chiral agent, without disrupting the framework’s chirality. Templating is also a challenging strategy since it requires chirality transfer to the framework.

**Asymmetric organic transformations relevant for industrial applications**

The quest for enantiopure chemicals along with the advantages of enantioselective catalysts has led to production processes of chiral building blocks (e.g. carboxylic acids, amines, alcohols, and epoxides),76 novel biologically active pharmaceuticals (e.g. Crixivan)77 and commodity chemicals (e.g. menthol).78 Nevertheless, the majority of commercial processes are hydrogenations of various unsaturated functions, such as C=C, C==O and C==N bonds.79–82 This is most likely due to its broad scope application, and also due to extensive research conducted for this reaction.4,81,83 In terms of substrate scope, they are followed by the epoxidation and the dihydroxylation of the C==C bonds as well as various addition reactions.84–86

So far, asymmetric catalysis with HMOFs has been reported for various organic transformations: hydrogenation,87 aldol,88 cyanosilylation,88 diethylzinc addition,54 epoxidation,29 trans-esterification,11 addition of a Grignard reagent89 and ring opening.47 The motivation behind using HMOFs for asymmetric catalysis is closely related to the highly tunable size90 and functionality11 of MOF pores and the ability to confine the chiral active sites.53 Naturally, the goal is to apply HMOFs in industrial processes, however research in this field is not mature and it requires detailed mechanistic studies before
finding optimum catalytic parameters towards highly enantioselective reactions. Therefore, this section focuses on progress in designing HMOFs which catalyse asymmetric reactions that are relevant for industrial application.

Asymmetric hydrogenation reactions that generate chiral centers with specific enantiomeric configurations are being intensively studied.\(^1\) State-of-the-art asymmetric hydrogenations of various olefins, including enamides, enol acetates, allylic alcohols, itaconates etc., can lead to ee values between 80–99%.\(^2\) The preferred and most common industrial catalyst types are Ru\(^{2+}\) or Rh\(^+\) complexes with atropisomeric diphosphines,\(^2,9,2\) or Ir\(^+\) complexes with bisisoxazolidines.\(^3\) Based on the excellent performance of the mentioned complexes, Lin et al.\(^2,9,2\) prepared very efficient homochiral porous catalysts for asymmetric hydrogenation using bridging chiral linkers with coordinated Ru\(^{2+}\) ions. These catalysts were used in the heterogeneous asymmetric hydrogenation of aromatic ketones\(^9,4\) (Fig. 6) or \(\beta\)-ketoesters,\(^9,5\) (Fig. 7) affording quantitative conversions and up to 97% ee.

Recycling and reusing 1-acetophenone using \([\text{Zr}\{\text{Ru}({C_{64}H_{44}N_2O_8P_4Cl_2})\} \cdot 4\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{bis(phosphonic acid)}\) at the 6,6’ position was possible for 6 runs without loss of activity or ee.\(^9,4\) It was also possible to use \([\text{Zr}\{\text{Ru}({C_{64}H_{44}N_2O_8P_4Cl_2})\} \cdot 4\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{bis(phosphonic acid)}\) at the 6,6’ position for the asymmetric hydrogenation of methyl acetoacetate for 4 cycles with complete conversions and \(-94\%\) ee.\(^9,4\) Surprisingly, there was no correlation between the catalytic activity and the surface area of the materials. Moreover, the materials are amorphous, making it difficult to determine their exact structure and study interactions between the framework and substrate. They are however the first examples of rational design of heterogeneous asymmetric catalysts.

The BINAP based Zr-MOF, \([\text{Zr}_6\{\text{OH}\}_4\text{O}_4\{\text{C}_{62}H_{40}P_2\text{O}_4\}_6\} \cdot 126\text{DMF}\cdot 156\text{H}_2\text{O}\) was successfully synthesized (Fig. 8) using a post-synthetic modification method.\(^9,7,8\) Its metalation with Rh\(^+\) or Ru\(^{2+}\) phosphine complexes gave materials with different metal loadings, e.g. 33% Rh\(^+\) or 50% Ru\(^{2+}\). The Rh\(^+\) derivative has a high catalytic activity in addition reactions,\(^9,7,8\) while the Ru\(^{2+}\) functionalized MOF catalyses the asymmetric hydrogenation of different \(\beta\)-keto esters (Fig. 7) with up to 97% ee and the asymmetric hydrogenation of substituted alkenes with up to 91% ee. Quantitative yields were obtained for both catalytic applications and the ee was almost the same as the one observed with the homogeneous analogues (99% ee). This example showed that incorporating the catalyst within a matrix is ultimately non-beneficial, and the conventional homogeneous system is still the preferred one. Furthermore, the leaching of Ru\(^{2+}\) during the catalytic reaction clearly indicates that further catalyst optimisation is required.

The asymmetric hydrogenation of olefins by a Rh\(^+\) chiral catalyst with achiral MOFs as additives was attempted by van Bokhoven et al.\(^9,6\) leading to the adsorption of the complex within the framework. Addition of UMCN-1-NH\(_2\) to the reaction mixture of the asymmetric hydrogenation of dimethyl itaconate with \((S,S)-[\text{Rh}({C_{14}H_{28}P_2})\{\text{C}_{12}H_{12}\}]\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3\) resulted in 92% complex adsorbed within the MOF pores. As compared to the homogeneous system, this new chiral catalytic system shows a slight increase in enantioselectivity from 92 to 94% ee and doubled the conversion (21%) (Fig. 9). Recycling of the catalyst was possible but with significant loss of activity.\(^9,6\)

The asymmetric hydrogenation processes can have a broad, medium or narrow substrate scope depending on the diversity of substrates to transform.\(^9,7\) Asymmetric oxidations however have a narrow substrate scope and pertain to niche appli-

---

**Fig. 6** The asymmetric hydrogenation of aromatic ketones using 0.1 mol% \([\text{Zr}\{\text{Ru}({C_{64}H_{44}N_2O_8P_4Cl_2})\} \cdot 4\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{bis(phosphonic acid)}\) at the 4,4’ or 6,6’ position; \(\text{Ar} = \text{Ph}, 2\text{-naphthyl}, 4'-\text{Bu}, 4'-\text{Me}-\text{Ph}, 4'-\text{Me}-\text{Ph}, 1\text{-naphthyl}; \text{R} = \text{Me, Et, cyclo-Pr}^\text{+}\).\(^9,4\)

**Fig. 7** The asymmetric hydrogenation of \(\beta\)-keto esters catalysed by phosphine-based MOFs: (a) 0.1 mol% \([\text{Zr}\{\text{Ru}({C_{64}H_{44}N_2O_8P_4Cl_2})\} \cdot 4\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{bis(phosphonic acid)}\) at the 4,4’ or 6,6’ position; \(\text{R}_1 = \text{CH}_3, \text{C}_6\text{H}_5, \text{Ph}, \text{R}_2 = \text{CH}_2, \text{C}_6\text{H}_5, \text{Pr}, \text{O}^\text{Bu}, 60 ^\circ\text{C}, 700/1400\text{ psi}^\text{a} \text{H}_2, \text{9,5 and (b) 0.5 mol% Zr}\{\text{OH}\}_2\text{O}_4\{\text{C}_{64}H_{44}P_2\text{O}_4\}_6\cdot 126\text{DMF}\cdot 156\text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{RT, 40 bar H}_2; \text{R}_1 = \text{Me, Et, Me}; \text{R}_2 = \text{Me, Et, O}^\text{Bu}^\text{a}\).\(^9,7,8\)

**Fig. 8** View of the 3D structure of the parent Zr-MOF of the first phosphine based Zr–Ru–MOF, \([\text{Zr}_6\{\text{OH}\}_4\text{O}_4\{\text{C}_{62}H_{40}P_2\text{O}_4\}_6\cdot 126\text{DMF}\cdot 156\text{H}_2\text{O}\)\(^9,7,8\)

**Fig. 9** The asymmetric hydrogenation of dimethyl itaconate using 0.33 mol% \((S,S)-[\text{Rh}({C_{14}H_{28}P_2})\{\text{C}_{12}H_{12}\}]\text{CF}_3\text{SO}_3\) and 14 mg of UMCN-\text{NH}_2\(^9,6\)
cations. Industrially relevant oxidation processes include the dihydroxylation \(^{97}\) and the epoxidation of C\(=\)C bonds, \(^{84}\) the oxidation of sulphides \(^{98}\) and the aminohydroxylation of C\(=\)C bonds. \(^{99}\) Unlike asymmetric hydrogenations, where homogeneous metal complexes are the predominant catalysts employed, the oxidation reactions have already been tested using different types of catalysts: enzymes, \(^{100}\) whole cells \(^{101}\) and homogeneous metal complexes. \(^{84}\)

The asymmetric epoxidation of olefins is an important organic transformation that leads to highly reactive chiral epoxides, the key intermediates for the synthesis of value-added compounds. \(^{76}\) Early research \(^{102}\) indicated that manganese complexes of chiral Schiff bases are effective catalysts for this reaction. This work led to the Merck/ChiRex process for synthesising cis aminoidanol, an intermediate for indinavir synthesis (HIV protease inhibitor). \(^{11}\) Indene epoxidation is performed with a Mn-salen complex with a N-pyridine oxide co-catalyst, Mn/SALEN/P\(_2\)NO. \(^{103}\) The critical issues of this process are ligand stability, deactivation of the manganese complex through the formation of dimeric species and pH control. \(^{17,28,83,104}\) Therefore, studies focused on immobilizing the active catalytic site in the confined space of a MOF would prevent the catalyst deactivation through the dimerisation process.

The first successful Mn-salen based MOF, Zn\(_3\)(C\(_{14}\)H\(_8\)O\(_4\))\(_2\)[Mn(C\(_{38}\)H\(_{42}\)N\(_4\)O\(_2\)Cl)]-10DMF·8H\(_2\)O, for the asymmetric epoxidation of olefins was achieved using Mn-salen-derived bipyrindine bridging ligands in combination with 4,4'-biphenyldicarboxylic acid linkers and Zn\(^{2+}\) ions (Fig. 11). \(^{29}\) The catalyst could be recycled and reused three times, with the ee values decreasing only in the third cycle. Notably, immobilising the salen group into the MOF structure increased the stability of the catalyst from a few minutes to a few hours. Accessibility of the active sites was possible due to the diagonal displacement of the network and the catalyst was efficient in the epoxidation of 2,2-dimethyl-2H-chromene (Fig. 10), with 71% yield and 82% ee, slightly lower than the homogeneous analogue (88% ee). \(^{29}\) This was attributed to the electron-withdrawing effect of the Zn-coordinated pyridinic terminations of the salen-derived ligand. \(^{29}\) Later on, studies performed by Snurr \textit{et al.} \(^{105}\) showed that the steric environment created by the MOF influenced the enantioselectivity of the catalyst.

Lin \textit{et al.} \(^{27}\) synthesised a family of isoreticular HMOFs with Mn-salen-type bridging ligands by using solvent molecules of different steric bulk to control the framework interpenetration. The size of the open channels in these MOFs were systemati-cally tuned by introducing spacers of different lengths. The N\(_2\) adsorption measurements indicated negligible surface areas, caused by the breathing effect of the large open channels. \(^{27}\) By testing the uptake of dyes, the differences between the structures could be observed. \(^{27}\) The catalysts prepared were tested for the epoxidation of 2,2-dimethyl-2H-chromene. By correlating the catalytic conversion to the channel size of the MOF, it was shown that diffusion is a limiting factor, especially for the interpenetrated structures. \(^{27}\) With increasing channel size, the reaction rates of the HMOF catalysts were even higher than the reaction rate of the homogeneous Mn-salen complex, Mn(C\(_{38}\)H\(_{42}\)N\(_4\)O\(_2\)Cl). Moreover, the epoxidation of several chromene derivatives led to higher yields for the epoxidation products than those observed for the homogeneous analogues (Fig. 8 and Table 1). The negative impact of the Mn-salen MOF interpenetration was also discussed by Snurr \textit{et al.} \(^{105}\) in terms of the steric interactions between the substrates and the MOF host as well as the flexibility of the salen units. \(^{105}\) Similar Mn-salen chiral MOFs were also used as catalysts in sequential asymmetric epoxidation/ring opening reactions. \(^{30,32}\)

An alternative approach to designing enantioselective cata-lysts for alkene epoxidation is the entrapment of a Mn\(^{3+}\) complex within the MIL-101. \(^{28}\) By encapsulating the Mn-salen complex in the MIL-101 pores, no steric hindrance occurs at the active site. Therefore, the enantioselective epoxidation of dihydroxynaphthalene with Mn-salen@MIL-101 gives similar enantioselectivity as the homogeneous catalyst, but with lower turnover number. \(^{28}\) The catalyst is stable and maintains its activity over four cycles. \(^{28}\) The catalytic results obtained with the catalysts tested in the olefin epoxidation reactions have shown that by controlling specific parameters, such as

---

**Fig. 10** The asymmetric epoxidation of derived chromene with 2-(4-(But-sulfonyl)iodosobenzene using 0.01 mol% Zn\(_2\)C\(_{14}\)H\(_8\)O\(_4\)\(_2\)\(\text{[Mn(C}_{38}\text{H}_{42}\text{N}_{4}\text{O}_{2}\text{Cl}]}\)·10DMF·8H\(_2\)O, R = H, \(^{29}\) 0.1 mol% catalyst and R = H, CN, NO\(_2\), CH\(_3\)O, CH\(_2\). \(^{27}\)
diffusion or steric environments, it is possible to improve the performance of the salen complex by immobilisation.

Chiral 1,2-diols are industrially manufactured via a two-step process of olefin epoxidation and a subsequent epoxide hydrolysis. However, the asymmetric dihydroxylation of prochiral olefins is a more atom-efficient pathway. The preferred catalysts used in industry are osmium complexes with cinchona alkaloid ligands in combination with oxidants. The oxidant, $K_3Fe(CN)_6 \cdot K_2CO_3$, is the main drawback associated with the scaling up of the process because it generates significant amounts of waste.

A recent example of HMOF as a catalyst for the olefin asymmetric dihydroxylation highlights the importance of synergistic catalysis, where the active guest species perform cooperatively near chiral linker functionalities. Duan et al. prepared a chiral MOF with an encapsulated $[\text{BW}_{12}\text{O}_{40}]^{5-}$ oxidation catalyst. This was formed in the self-assembly reaction of $\text{Ni}_2\text{H}[\text{BW}_{12}\text{O}_{40}]$, 4,4′-bipyridine (bpy) and L-BCIP (L-tert-butoxycarbonyl-2-imidazole-1-pyrrolidine). During HMOF synthesis, the Boc protecting group of L-BCIP is removed, and the pyrrolidine N atoms are protonated. Ultimately, the Ni-PYI$_1$ ($\text{C}_{38}\text{H}_{52}\text{BN}_{11}\text{NiO}_{42}\text{W}_{12}$) 3D framework (Fig. 12) crystallizes with the chiral PYI$_1$ organocatalyst and the $[\text{BW}_{12}\text{O}_{40}]^{5-}$ polyoxometalate (POM) aligned inside the channels and linked via hydrogen bonding. The amphipathic properties of the HMOF induced by the organic linkers and the POM anions proved advantageous for the miscibility of the aqueous oxidizing agent and the reactants.

The asymmetric dihydroxylation of various aryl olefins (Fig. 13) to their corresponding chiral diols using Ni-PYI$_1$ was performed with good conversions (~76%) and high enantiomeric excesses (~95%). Testing bulky 3,5-di-$t$-Bu-4′-vinylbiphenyl led to less than 10% conversion, since this molecule was larger than the channels of the catalyst. By changing the pH of the HMOF synthesis, an achiral material was prepared that does not contain the chiral organocatalyst, $\text{C}_{50}\text{H}_{50}\text{BCl}_{6.50}\text{Ni}_{10}\text{N}_{8}\text{O}_{42}\text{W}_{12}$ (Ni-BPY). The asymmetric dihydroxylation of styrene in the presence of Ni-BPY resulted in a moderate yield (60%) but no enantioselectivity was observed. A comparison of the catalytic activities of Ni-PYI$_1$ and Ni-BPY shows that the synergistic interactions between the chiral PYI$_1$ and the POM have an influence on catalysis. It is important to mention that the crystallinity of Ni-PYI$_1$ was maintained even after 3 runs.

Oxidation of aromatic or hetero-aromatic sulphides using Ti/TART catalysts lead to good enantioselectivity, but usually with very low TONs and TOFs. One industrial application is the large-scale production of esomeprazole (anti-ulcer drug) using a Ti complex. The critical issues are over-oxidation to sulphone, high catalyst loading, substrate purity, chemical yield

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>R</th>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>$C^a$ (%)</th>
<th>ee$^b$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>$\text{Zn}<em>2\text{O}[\text{Mn}(\text{C}</em>{46}\text{H}<em>{46}\text{N}</em>{2}\text{O}_{2}\text{Cl})]_3\cdot 38\text{DMF}\cdot 11\text{EtOH}$</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>$\text{Zn}<em>2\text{O}[\text{Mn}(\text{C}</em>{44}\text{H}<em>{44}\text{N}</em>{2}\text{O}_{2}\text{Cl})]_3\cdot 37\text{DEF}\cdot 23\text{EtOH}\cdot 4\text{H}_2\text{O}$</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>$\text{Mn}(\text{C}<em>{36}\text{H}</em>{48}\text{N}<em>{2}\text{O}</em>{2}\text{Cl})$</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>$\text{Zn}<em>2\text{O}[\text{Mn}(\text{C}</em>{46}\text{H}<em>{46}\text{N}</em>{2}\text{O}_{2}\text{Cl})]_3\cdot 38\text{DMF}\cdot 11\text{EtOH}$</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>$\text{Zn}<em>2\text{O}[\text{Mn}(\text{C}</em>{44}\text{H}<em>{44}\text{N}</em>{2}\text{O}_{2}\text{Cl})]_3\cdot 37\text{DEF}\cdot 23\text{EtOH}\cdot 4\text{H}_2\text{O}$</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>$\text{Mn}(\text{C}<em>{36}\text{H}</em>{48}\text{N}<em>{2}\text{O}</em>{2}\text{Cl})$</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_2$</td>
<td>$\text{Zn}<em>2\text{O}[\text{Mn}(\text{C}</em>{46}\text{H}<em>{46}\text{N}</em>{2}\text{O}_{2}\text{Cl})]_3\cdot 37\text{DEF}\cdot 23\text{EtOH}\cdot 4\text{H}_2\text{O}$</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO$_2$</td>
<td>$\text{Mn}(\text{C}<em>{36}\text{H}</em>{48}\text{N}<em>{2}\text{O}</em>{2}\text{Cl})$</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$O</td>
<td>$\text{Zn}<em>2\text{O}[\text{Mn}(\text{C}</em>{46}\text{H}<em>{46}\text{N}</em>{2}\text{O}_{2}\text{Cl})]_3\cdot 37\text{DEF}\cdot 23\text{EtOH}\cdot 4\text{H}_2\text{O}$</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$O</td>
<td>$\text{Mn}(\text{C}<em>{36}\text{H}</em>{48}\text{N}<em>{2}\text{O}</em>{2}\text{Cl})$</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
<td>$\text{Zn}<em>2\text{O}[\text{Mn}(\text{C}</em>{46}\text{H}<em>{46}\text{N}</em>{2}\text{O}_{2}\text{Cl})]_3\cdot 37\text{DEF}\cdot 23\text{EtOH}\cdot 4\text{H}_2\text{O}$</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$</td>
<td>$\text{Mn}(\text{C}<em>{36}\text{H}</em>{48}\text{N}<em>{2}\text{O}</em>{2}\text{Cl})$</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Conversion. $^b$ Enantiomeric excess.
and ee. So far, a few HMOFs have been reported as catalysts for the asymmetric oxidation of aromatic sulphides.

The addition reactions generate one or more chiral centers, and therefore can provide chiral centers unavailable via hydrogenation. One of the first industrial processes involves the addition of a primary carbon functionality to a C==C bond to form a stereoisomeric cyclopropane moiety. This cyclopropanation between isobutene and ethyl diazoacetate for the preparation of a Cilastatin intermediate is catalysed by the Sumitomo copper complex at 40 °C with 92% ee. The only known critical issue with this process involves the preparation and handling of diazo compounds. A few chiral metal–organic frameworks for asymmetric cyclopropanation reactions of terminal olefins are reported. Lin et al. reported HMOFs with different pore sizes which are built from Zn₄(μ₄-O) clusters joined by Ru³⁺-salen linkers. These catalysts were active in the cyclopropanation of several olefins, but only upon reduction of Ru³⁺ to Ru²⁺. A similar trend was also observed for another series of Ru³⁺-salen containing MOFs.

Addition reactions with a broad substrate scope are (hetero) Diels–Alder, Michael additions, aldol and ene reactions and several C==O and C==N additions. They can be catalysed by homogeneous metal complexes such as Ln/BINOL, Ag/BIAR, Cu/OXAZ, and also by small chiral molecules, e.g. organocatalysts. The possible drawbacks of homogeneous complexes are clear at this stage, so we will focus further on a strategy that uses organocatalytic pendant molecules within the HMOF cavity.

In the first part of this review we discussed the chiral [Zn₄O(bdc-Pro)₁/₂(bpdc)₁/₂(hmmt)₁/₃] framework with covalently attached prolinyl (Fig. 3). This HMOF is able to catalyse the aldol reaction between acetone and 4-nitrobenzaldehyde with a ~4% ee. An improvement up to ~25% ee can be obtained by replacing the H₂bpdc ditopic linker with other ditopic coordinating linkers. This is called a modulating effect since variations in the HMOF cavity influence the enantiomeric excess of the aldol reaction. Moreover, certain alkyl modulators on the tritopic linkers even create an enantiomeric bias on the aldol product. Another important effect demonstrated in this work is the stereochemical reversal in an asymmetric aldol reaction upon heterogenisation of a homogeneous catalyst: Me₂bdc-Pro catalyst gives the R enantiomer with 8% ee, while [Zn₄O(bdc-Pro)₁/₂(bpdc)₁/₂(hmmt)₁/₃] favors the formation of the S enantiomer (~4% ee). The crystallinity and morphology of the catalyst as a function of the reaction conditions (20% water) were analysed by powder X-ray diffraction studies and optical microscopy. The mechanism is proposed to be similar to the homogeneous catalysts, but the confinement effect and the possible non-covalent interactions between the pore wall and reaction intermediates need further studies.

Conclusions

The extensive research in designing and testing HMOFs for asymmetric catalysis is sustained by the highly tunable nature of these materials. Currently, the main focus is on the fundamental understanding of the reaction mechanisms and unravelling the optimum catalyst form and/or reaction parameters. Accomplishing systematic and accessible chiral catalytic centers in porous solids is the main challenge when designing a HMOF for catalysis. This requires appropriate choice of chiral organic linkers and metal salts that assemble periodically while maintaining appropriate pore channels. The accessibility of the active sites, which is dependent on the shape and size of the channels in the HMOFs, is decisive for the activity and selectivity of the catalyst. A vast majority of the catalytic studies using HMOFs indicates that pores of nanometre size are favourable to access the catalytic sites and achieve strong interactions between the substrates and the chiral environment of the voids. Different synthetic strategies toward HMOFs have been successful up to now. Synthesis of HMOFs via the rational design of chiral linkers is a suitable approach for studying the performance of the catalytic system as it allows fine tuning of the environment, and of the active site. It is only limited to the synthetic abilities of chemists. Other reasonable possibility is the embedding of specific moieties in the framework by post-synthetic modifications. The most successful approaches so far include the incorporation of molecular catalysts such as homogeneous catalysts and organocatalytic moieties within the MOF pores. A simple incorporation of a salen catalyst within a MOF structure has proven to provide valuable information on how immobilisation can improve its stability. It is noteworthy to mention that bio-catalysts are also employed in the production of chiral molecules, with difficulties and advantages much like chemocatalysts. Synthesis of biomimetic HMOFs has indeed started to develop over the past few years.

The benefit of using HMOFs for asymmetric catalysis is due to a combination of single-site catalysis and facile recycle and reuse, with no metal contamination at the end of the reaction. Although several HMOFs have been proven to catalyze various asymmetric organic reactions, the challenge remaining is not only to design efficient catalysts but also catalysts for a broad scope of catalytic applications. Considering the performance of asymmetric catalysts used currently in industry, it is highly unlikely that HMOFs will be implemented in the immediate future. Currently, it is of utmost importance to focus on the synthesis and application of these materials towards a fundamental understanding of the framework stability and its interactions with various substrates during the catalytic reaction. More studies, both experimental and theoretical, are needed to understand the diffusion of the reactants through the MOF pores. Understanding the transfer of reactants and products to and from the active sites is an important aspect in porous catalysts, especially because surface catalysis can occur as well. Importantly, in depth mechanistic studies have not been reported so far, although they are the key to understanding the interactions between various substrates and MOF pores, as these interactions play an important role in the stability of different intermediates.

In conclusion, HMOF synthesis and their catalytic applications are mainly driven by the synthetic facility of MOFs and
less on the necessity for a particular framework. Most of the examples reported are proofs-of-concept and not necessarily focused on understanding the catalytic processes that already exist and have specific drawbacks.
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